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What’s the Secret?

Balance and Relaxation are two different things, but they are intimately connected meaning...a

rider can only be balanced when she is relaxed and can only be relaxed when she is balanced.

It’s only a question of if the rider is creating this positive cycle of balance and relaxation or the

opposite, where she is fighting herself and making herself crooked and imbalanced.

 

One thing most riders share in common is the desire to ride as one with her horse.  To find this

most riders look to ….

 

1. She holds herself in place...or

2. She moves visibly with her horse...or

3. She moves invisibly with her horse.

 

Let’s look at the result each of these has on the cycle of Balance and Relaxation

  

Negative Cycle of Balance and Relaxation

 

1. When a rider holds herself in place she invokes effort that creates a negative cycle of
Balance and Relaxation
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Here are some of the reasons a rider uses effort

to sit quietly➣

to stay on➣

to ride well➣

when she relaxes she feels like she’s going to fall off, so she tightens up again➣

 Yet, the real effect of effort is it increases tension that increases instability and increases tension

The result is the rider...

 causes her horse to brace against her making him very unhappy and back sore✖

 increases her chance of falling✖

 may feel inadequate wondering why riding isn’t getting any easier when she tries so✖

hard

 over thinks her ride✖

 

2. Moving visibly with the horse creates a negative cycle of Balance and Relaxation

Here are some of the reasons a rider moves visibly with her horse...

she understands she needs to move with her horse, but doesn’t know how to do that➣

quietly

she is imitating another rider➣

she is trying hard to be more with her horse➣

she is unaware of what she’s doing with her body and how it is impacting her horse’s➣

movement and behavior

The real effect of visibly moving with the horse is it increases instability and so increases tension

The result is the rider….

 is too loose one second then braces up the next which makes her bang the saddle and✖

her horse to race forward

 increases her chance of falling✖

 is constantly throwing her horse off-balance making it very difficult to carry her✖

 makes an unresponsive horse because he can’t distinguish her cues from the loud✖

motion
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The secret is creating a positive cycle of Balance and Relaxation is…

Retrain your muscle memory for centeredness and flow

 

3. When a rider moves invisibly with her horse she feeds the positive cycle of Balance and
Relaxation.

Positive Cycle of Balance and Relaxation

Here are some of the effects this a fluid relationship between balance and relaxation brings to
the rider….she...

🐴 Is really proud of herself for developing an elegant way of riding that feels great to her
horse

🐴 Enjoys a deep seat and long leg as she and her horse move out with long swinging
strides

🐴 Sits back and enjoys the views on her trail rides

🐴 Makes steady progress in her riding in a way that feels great to her horse

🐴Gains consistency so her horse can look to her with trust

🐴 Heads to the barn knowing that her horse is always happy to see her coming

🐴 Rides as one with her horse
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